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Existing Rust on Trailer— 
  
For basic up keep of trailers that have rust and corrosion issues AND where trailer still has good structural             
integrity (i.e. where rust and corrosion shows some evidence of non-detrimental pitting and scaling) annual     
treatments with CarWell CP90/Rust Cop will aid in maintaining your trailer in its current condition. In other 
words, you can buy yourself time until you have time to refurbish.                                                                                                  
                        Left untreated—your trailer will continue to rust and corrode.  
 
Procedure and Guidelines— 
• Spray or brush CarWell CP90/Rust Cop onto all metal areas. 
• Trailers used daily—Insure follow up/reapplication treatments occur after first six (6) months.                                      

Treat quarterly for best protection. 
• Trailers used occasionally/weekends only—Insure follow up/reapplication treatments occur after                    

first six (6) months. Annual treatments thereafter. 
• Trailers used to haul materials and equipment— Insure follow up/reapplication treatments occur                          

after first six (6) months. Annual treatments thereafter.     
 
Keep in mind it is best to monitor the areas where heaviest rust and corrosion is found. Use of images                        
and a small ruler will aid in defining the creepage of corrosion on surfaces that can be seen.                                                                   
 
If you have creepage (slow, imperceptible movement) on the surface of the tubular, high probability that rust and                        
corrosion creepage will be more advanced inside the tubular as this enclosed area has difficulty in drying.      
 
We recommend always rinsing your trailer with Salt Away when used for boats/watercraft to insure all chlorides 
have been removed. 
 
Best storage practices are to keep trailer in shaded area as this will aid in keeping the metal cool and out of harsh 
tropical sunlight. The daily cycle of heating and cooling is highly destructive to the metal so proper storage out of 
sunlight is highly recommended. The heat from the sun causes condensation to develop within the metal substrate 
and tubular and condensate reactivates contaminants which contribute to the metal destruction. 
 
                                      BONUS—Enviroklean Stain Remover quickly removes                                       
                           unsightly running rust stains for a refreshed look! 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Note: 
Go to Products Link on our site for details on CarWell CP90, Rust Cop. Salt Away, Enviroklean Stain Remover 
Go to Buy Now Link on our site for retail locations or Contact Us for Industrial Pricing. 

                                     Trailers - Existing Rust 

Be Proactive—Totally preventable 

with CarWell Rust Inhibitor. 


